Peony in Love

Peony has neither seen nor spoken to any
man other than her father, a wealthy
Chinese nobleman. Nor has she ever
ventured outside the cloistered womens
quarters of the family villa. As her
sixteenth birthday approaches she finds
herself betrothed to a man she does not
know, but Peony has dreams of her own.
Her father engages a theatrical troupe to
perform scenes from The Peony Pavilion, a
Chinese epic opera, in their garden amidst
the scent of ginger, green tea and jasmine.
Unmarried girls should not be seen in
public, says Peonys mother, but her father
allows the women to watch from behind a
screen. Here, Peony catches sight of an
elegant, handsome man and is immediately
bewitched. So begins her unforgettable
journey of love, desire, sorrow and
redemption.

Summary and reviews of Peony in Love by Lisa See, plus links to a book excerpt from Peony in Love and author
biography of Lisa See.Peony in Love Publisher: Random House Trade Paperbacks [Lisa See] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. I finally understand what theA description of tropes appearing in Peony in Love. Peony has just turned
sixteen and is ready to marry the husband she has been betrothed to by birth, even Peony in Love has 38931 ratings and
4206 reviews. Kay said: 5/1/14 EDIT: Sooo I stopped checking comments for months, and I come back to either rage or
- 4 min - Uploaded by ExpandedBooksAuthor Lisa See introduces PEONY IN LOVE, a story about three 17th-century
Chinese women Her new novel, Peony in Love, is for the reader willing to venture a crucial suspension of disbelief a
complex period tapestry inscribed Lisa Sees novel, Peony in Love, takes the reader to 17th century China and
chronicles how a banned opera casts a spell on girls, causing Peony, the protagonist in Peony in Love, is a pampered
sixteen year old when the reader meets her. She is sequestered in the ChenAnother Peony video can be found here. I
finally understand what the poets have written. In spring, moved to passion in autumn only regret. For young
PeonyDrama Peony in Love. Drama See all in-development titles on IMDbPro Related Items. Search for Peony in
Love on Learn moreIn 2000, I wrote a short piece for Vogue magazine about Lincoln Centers full-length production of
The Peony Pavilion. While doing research for that article,So begins Peonys unforgettable journey of love and destiny,
desire and sorrowas Lisa Sees haunting new novel, based on actual historical events, takes Peony, coddled teenage
daughter of the Chen clan, is not the only aristocratic maiden to be love-struck by the opera (still considered outre
inPeony in Love is the fifth of Lisa Sees novels. Her previous novel, Snow Flower and the Secret Fan, and Peony in
Love emphasize the difficulty 19th- andBeginning tonight, I would attend a production of The Peony Pavilion mounted
in our garden. I loved this opera and had collected eleven out of the thirteenIn 2000, I wrote a short piece for Vogue
magazine about Lincoln Centers full-length production of The Peony Pavilion. While doing research for that article,
Lian Hearn enjoys Lisa Sees a rich and insightful exploration of loves redemptive power, Peony in Love.Raves for
Peony in Love: Engrossing[a] thought-provoking meditation on what it means to be human. People (Critics Choice).
There are grand and statelyI finally understand what the poets have written. In spring, moved to passion in autumn only
regret. For young Peony, betrothed to a suitor she has never met,
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